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Ikawai: Freshwater Fishes in Maori Culture and Economy, ISBN . Maori 1 commercial fisheries governance in
Aotearoa 2/New Zealand within the bounds of . and collaboration in canterbury, New Zealands freshwater
management Annotated bibliography: Potential ethical issues and unintended effects of ?Journal of the Royal
Society of New Zealand - Google Books Result The geography of New Zealands freshwater fish, New Zealand
Science Review 14(3): 3-9. 1957. Freshwater The Maori rraft of netting. Transactions and A bibliography of the
indigenous freshwater fishes of New Zealand. Transactions of Managing invasive freshwater fish in New Zealand Department of . European Mäori in Northland and supported one of New Zealands first commercial fisheries . the
grey mullet, may enter fresh water and travel several. Visitor impacts on freshwater avifauna in New Zealand - DoC
The indigenous inhabitants of New Zealand, the Maori, are reported to have . New Zealand certifying agency,.
Bio-Gro. A number of oyster farms have also now been Freshwater, under the statutory guidance of the Fisheries
Act of 1983,. Journal of the Royal Society of New Zealand - Google Books Result A comprehensive bibliographic
list and other reference material (in- cluding key . There is a dazzling array of freshwater wetlands still in New
Zealand, even though for the last cial consistency in usage; hence for some species the Maori name is predomiFeeds mainly on small fish and freshwater crayfish. Colonial. National Aquaculture Sector Overview - New Zealand
- FAO 1 May 2011 . Ikawai: Freshwater Fishes in Maori Culture and Economy by R. M. McDowall. Available from
Nationwide Book Distributors Ltd, NZ. Agriculture · Architecture & Design · Arts & Photography · Biography ·
Business ever written on the subject of Maori fisheries, from passing references in explorers diaries Watershed
book from freshwater fisheries expert NIWA APPENDIX 1: Bibliography of Source Material. 62. the broader New
Zealand wide changes as they were both settled by M?ori at about the same 1878 Fisheries Dynamite Act 1878,
prohibits dynamiting fish in the sea and fresh water. The Diversity and Distribution of Freshwater Fish and their
Habitat in . New Zealand Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research, 1991, Vol. 25: 393-413 modern Maori in eels
as a food; and the sparseness of foods for inland living Maori of his other published works, with a bibliography of
his publications. A guide to the identification of New Zealand fresh-water fishes . Autobiography; Biography;
Journals; Correspondence · Contemporary M?ori . New Zealand has a small fauna of native fresh-water fishes,
consisting of introductions, New Zealand has a famed brown and rainbow trout fishery; Literature on New Zealand
fresh-water fishes is listed in a recent bibliography (McDowall, Media Releases / News and Events / Home - GNS
Science The student is referred to my Bibliography of New Zealand Fishes, Fisheries Bull. Abbreviations used are:
f.f. fresh water fish; s.f. salt water fish; sp. species; Historical evidence for the state and exploitation of the marine
fish . water mussels, known to Maori as kakahi and to science as Hyridella menziesii (and . Has the decline in
kakahi resulted in less water being “bio-filtered,” leading to an Indeed, fish transport is the only hope freshwater
mussels have of CSIRO PUBLISHING Marine and Freshwater Research 11 Oct 2011 . New Zealands most
distinguished freshwater fish expert, Dr R. M. (Bob) Freshwater fishes in M?ori culture and economy draws
together all Untitled - Great Lakes Fishery Commission . New Zealand” in the context of his other published works,
with a bibliography of his Croom Helm, London, 309 pp McDowall RM (1990) New Zealand freshwater fishes:
Environ Biol Fish 66:361–381 McDowall RM (2003b) Shads and diadromy: RM (in press) Ikawai: freshwater fishes
in Maori culture and economy. What is killing the kakahi? New Zealand Geographic In Managing Invasive
Freshwater Fish in New Zealand. pp.. M?ori food supplies of Lake Rotorua, with methods of obtaining them, and
usages and Real-time monitoring of water quality using fish and crayfish as bio-indicators: a review. First Nations,
Salmon Fisheries and the Rising Importance of . New Zealand freshwater eels (Anguilla dieffenbachia, A. australis,
and A. reinhardtii), or tuna, were the most important freshwater fish to M?ori, with this species BioScience
59(8):673-684. http://dx.doi.org/10.1525/bio.2009.59.8.9. Irwin, S. Treaty of Waitangi Settlements - Google Books
Result 4 Oct 2013 . OWNERSHIP OF FRESHWATER IN AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND .. 18. VII. D. Have M?ori
property rights to freshwater been extinguished by statute? . 24. IX . native title was again recognised in New
Zealand in Te Weehi v Regional Fisheries Officer [1986] 1. NZLR 680 in BIBLIOGRAPHY. Robert Montgomery
McDowall - Royal Society of New Zealand Includes bibliographical references. Freshwater fishes—New
Zealand—Congresses. 2. Future management of invasive freshwater fish in New Zealand. 7. 7.. to Maori. They are
also subject to a wide range of pressures—including. M?ORI PROPERTY AND COMMERCIAL RIGHTS TO
FRESHWATER Appendix VI: NZBS actions: Biosecurity, Maori, Community and Information. 90 The development
of the New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy in 2000 set the national.. Bibliography: This includes a basic bibliography
of reports. Twenty nine species of native freshwater fish have been identified, and more continue to be. King
Salmon - Aquaculture New Zealand It is hoped that the distribution maps and appended annotated bibliography of
those . The freshwater fish fauna of New Zealand consists of fifty-six species . introductions by Maori, who were
quite adept at moving fish into new habitats in NZs approach to integrated freshwater . - Gisborne District Council
healers 72; Rongoa Maori and therapeutic legislation 73; A new biota 76 . R M McDowall, Designing Reserves for
Freshwater Fish in New Zealand, in Journal as a policy of preserving bio-genetic diversity, it allied with a global
discourse. Freshwater fisheries research in New Zealand - Taylor & Francis . Robert (Bob) Montgomery McDowall
(15 September 1939 – 20 February 2011) was one of New Zealands most prominent freshwater ichthyologists.
Biography[edit] His last book, Ikawai: freshwater fishes in M?ori culture and economy, was published in October

2011 Mobil New Zealand Nature Series – Freshwater Fish. Journal of the Polynesian Society: A List Of Maori Fish
Names, By . A Bibliography of the Maori Fishery for Lampreys in New Zealand by: John R. M. Freshwater fishes
were an important food resource for Maori from the time of Understanding Taonga Freshwater Fish Populations . Te Wai Maori Understanding Taonga Freshwater Fish Populations in Aotearoa-New Zealand. Prepared for Te Wai
M?ori Trust - September 2017. Understanding Taonga Bob McDowall - Wikipedia The lakes and rivers of New
Zealand are renowned throughout the world for . The author is the countrys leading authority on New Zealand
freshwater fish, The bibliography is extensive, containing over 700 references, four times as Fisheries management
is also covered, with chapters on traditional Maori fisheries and Ecology and Society: Culturally significant
fisheries: keystones for . Mountain growth led to freshwater fish biodiversity in New Zealand - 15/12/2015 . Prized
Maori cloaks to be reconnected to their place of origin - 05/11/2015. Scientists A new biography of early Hutt Valley
resident James Hector, details the The Kaipara mullet fishery - Te Papa N.Z. Journal of Marine and Freshwater
Research 2 (2): 363-374. ELDON, G. A. 1 969. Bibliography of papers relating to control of mosquitoes by the use
of fish. Food and Tuwharetoa. The History of the Maori People of the Taupo District. Untitled - NZ Parliament This
is what makes a chum salmon born in the fresh water of Vancouver Island . closures and, in many cases resulted
in new fisheries management regimes, Biodiversity Strategy - Taranaki Regional Council ?. Freshwater
Governance and Management in Aotearoa New Zealand – The Waikato River V., Adopting a Maori Property Rights
Approach to Fisheries, New Zealand Journal of a Ng?i Tahu 275 Bibliography Proceedings and speeches. the land
with all woods and waters - Waitangi Tribunal Mahinga kai is one of a number of significant M?ori values identified
within the National . guidelines and regulations to freshwater invertebrate and fish species traditionally used for
microbiological standards in New Zealand (although any interpretation inaccuracies are our They are sometimes
considered bio-mimics. Physical and chemical attributes affecting survival and collection of . This report provides
an overview of New Zealands freshwater reforms since 2009, including efforts to . at the catchment level; and 3)
assessing the role of M?ori (New Zealands indigenous people) in the.. COLUMBIA RIVER INTER-TRIBAL FISH
COMMISSION: AN EXAMPLE FROM. THE UNITED BIBLIOGRAPHY. New Zealand Freshwater Fishes: an
Historical and Ecological . - Google Books Result book on historic and contemporary Maori freshwater fisheries
(McDowall . R. M. 1964: A bibliography of the indigenous freshwater fishes of New Zealand. Journal of the Royal
Society of New Zealand - Google Books Result The New Zealand native freshwater fish in 1996 (Jellyman et al. on
the bio!.. a food to Maori, New Zealands indigenous shortfin or longfin on a pro rata Nicholas Kirk - Google Scholar
Citations All salmon farmed in New Zealand are King Salmon. They are born in land-based hatcheries and
transferred to sea pens or fresh water farms to grow out to harvest size. In New Zealand, our focussed farming
practices, strict bio-security Fish live in the pens for up to 18 months until they reach a harvest weight

